How SonicWall Capture Labs Protects You Around the Clock from Digital Threats

**COLLECTION**
- CAPTURE LABS COLLECTS DATA FROM OVER 1,000,000 SENSORS INCLUDING...
  - Globally deployed security solutions
  - Industry collaborators like MSFT MAPP
  - International threat communities
  - Global researchers

**CLASSIFICATION**
+ ANALYZE NEW THREATS
+ VERIFY AND REMOVE FALSE POSITIVES
+ CATEGORIZE THREATS, LIKE...
  - Ransomware
  - Mobile Exploits
  - Viruses

**SIGNATURE CREATION**
+ CREATES A UNIQUE SIGNATURE FOR EACH THREAT
+ PERFORMS REGRESSION TESTING & TEST FOR FALSE POSITIVES
+ RELEASES NEW SIGNATURES FOR GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION

**PROTECTION**
+ CAPTURE LABS DEPLYS SECURITY UPDATES AROUND THE CLOCK
+ SONICWALL FIREWALLS HAVE REAL-TIME ACCESS TO MILLIONS OF SIGNATURES IN THE CLOUD
+ SONICWALL'S CAPTURE ATP SERVICE AUTOMATICALLY DISCOVERS AND STOPS...
  - Ransomware
  - Updated Malware
  - Zero-day Threats

LEARN MORE @ SONICWALL.COM